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Results of Maharam on Jordan fields associated with a finitely additive measure 
are extended to take into consideration the natural topology induced by an algebra 
of sets namely that induced by the Stone space. Based on this the question of when 
the Jordan field is a o-algebra and the question of the completeness of associated 
Y’ spaces are answered. ‘0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. JORDAN MEASURABLE SETS 
Let B be an algebra of subsets of a set X and let ,U be a finitely additive 
probability on 2.3 (i.e., p E BAT (SY)). The Jordan field 2&’ of p consists 
of all AcX so that if ,u*(A)=inf{p(B) : A c BE@} and p*(A)= 
sup{p(B) : A 1 BE g} then p*(A) = p*(A). In Armstrong [3] dP is called 
the ,u-completion of B and is the largest algebra to which p extends uniquely 
as a finitely additive measure. If %9 = 9%’ then g is called a Jordan field 
with respect to .D. The 9%topology on X is that topology on X with 9Y as 
a basis. It is convenient to assume that B separates points in X so that the 
2&topology is a Hausdorff and completely regular. %9 consists of clopen sets 
for the P.#-topology so the P&topology is totally disconnected. In general 9 
does not include the entire clopen algebra for the &topology. If X is com- 
pact under the 9%topology then X is homeomorphic to the Stone space X, 
of 9 and 9Y is the clopen algebra. In general X may be identified as a dense 
subset of X, by identifying points of X with the corresponding fixed 
ultrafilters on X, 
THEOREM 1.-l. If A E L@ then p(aA) = 0. If .G& includes the clopen 
algebra then p(aA) = 0 implies that A E &. 
Prooj If A E 6&’ there are {A .:n~iV} and {A”:neN} increasingand 
decreasing sequences in !Z# with A,, c A c A” and with {p(A”\ A,) : n E N} 
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converging to 0. Since 8A c A” \A, we have p(8A) = 0. Conversely suppose 
that the clopen algebra is in @’ and let p(8A) = 0. Let {C,} be a decreas- 
ing sequence of elements of GY containing 8.4 with p(C,) -+ 0. Each of A \ C,, 
and AuC, are clopen. If A,,=A\C, and A”=AuC, then A,_lcA,,c 
AcA”cA”+‘, and A”\A,,=C,,. We have p(A”\A.)=p(C,)+O so 
AE&~. 1 
COROLLARY l-l. & in X, consists precisel-v of those A with p( i3A) = 0. 
Remark l-l. Przymusinski and Srinivasan [35] call an algebra g of 
sets reflexive iff it coincides with the clopen algebra for the g-topology on 
X. In this case 9%’ consists of those A with p(aA) = 0. 
%? may be considered the clopen algebra of X, and g may be uniquely 
extended to be a Radon measure on X,g considered either as a countably 
additive Baire measure or as an inner regular Bore1 measure. 9%’ is the 
Jordan field of the Radon measure ~1, see Maharam [33, Sect. 3.11. If X is 
regarded as a dense subset of X, the Jordan field of p on X is the trace of 
the Jordan field of p on X, in that A is in the Jordan algebra on X iff it 
is of the form A’ n X for some A’ in the Jordan algebra on X,. One has 
p(A) = p(A’). Furthermore A is in the Jordan algebra on X iff its closure 
Aa in X, is in the Jordan algebra in X,. In this case p(A) = ~(2~). If A 
is clopen in X then A is in & iff ~(2” n X\ Aa)) = 0. 
Maharam [33] extends the notion of a Jordan field to [0, co]-valued 
measures. For such a p denote by 9p the ideal in &? of sets of finite p 
measure. Let Xp = U Ffl c X. Let X$ denote the corresponding union in X, 
when &? is considered the clopen algebra of X,g. Thus, Xl’ = X n X$ is open 
in X. As in Armstrong [2, 31, p may be considered as a Radon measure on 
the locally compact space X$. As such it may be extended to X, in an 
inner regular fashion by setting p(X,\X$) = 0. The resulting extension 
induces a new [0, al-valued measure p,, on &9 when a is considered as 
the clopen algebra of X,. The measure p0 is semi-finite on &? for 
~LO(A)=sup{~~(A’):A~A’~~,~~(A’)<co)forallA~~.Indeed~,isthe 
largest semi-finite measure on 4? dominated by p and p(A) = p,,(A) if 
p(A) < co. p0 is called the semi-finite part of p, see Armstrong and Prikry 
[6]. Maharam restricts her attention to semi-finite p. Note that YO=FM 
iff p is semi-finite. A semi-finite measure is weakly semi-finite in that 
p(A) > 0 implies existence of A’ c A with 0 < p(A’) < co. The measure p is 
weakly semi-finite iff X2 (or Xp) is dense in X,. 
For a [0, co]-valued measure p Maharam defines the Jordan field &I’ 
via localization to sets in .9$. More specifically, A E &’ iff for all B E Fu one 
has A n B in the Jordan algebra of p when it is considered as a finite 
measure on B in the usual manner. If A E&’ then p(A) is the supremum 
as B increases through Yp of p(A n B). 
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THEOREM l-2. If p is a semi-finite [0, GO]-valued measure on ~!3 and 
A E& then p(13A) = 0. If every clopen set in X is in &@ then A E& if 
p(8A) = 0. 
ProoJ: We have p(X\XkL) = 0. If A E & then we need to show that 
p(aA n XP) = 0. However, dA n X9 is the union of 8(A n B) as B increases 
in 5,. Since A n BE 9%’ for all BE TL we have p(8A A B) = 0. Thus 
p(8A) = 0. 
Now suppose that p(8A) = 0. In this case p(8A n B) = 0 so A n B is in 
the Jordan algebra of ,u on B for each B in P$. As a result A E &. m 
Remark l-2. & contains all clopen sets iff 9%’ contains any clopen set 
contained in a member of $l. 
2. WHEN Is THE JORDAN FIELD A CJ-ALGEBRA? 
Let ~1 be a semi-finite [0, co]-valued measure on 93. 9%’ is easily seen to 
be a a-algebra iff the restriction of p to each BE FP has its Jordan field a 
a-algebra. As a result we may restrict attention to finite ,u. 
Denote by -N, the ideal of p-negligible sets in @ and by & the ideal of 
p-negligible sets in &. Let ~(93’) be the a-algebra in X generated by G? and 
by gU(ga) the class of countable unions (intersections) from 93. Within X,, 
~($9) would be the Baire algebra &, = G&(X&) and 9~?~ the open FO’s. In X 
they are the traces on X of the corresponding sets in X,. 
PROPOSITION 2-l. The following are equivalent 
(a) L& is a o-algebra 
(b) a(a) c & 
(c) B&& 
(d) A E &In implies that aA E b&P. 
In this case p is countably additive on 98, J$ is a a-ideal, and 98# is the 
usual p-completion of a(@). 
Proof: The implications (a) * (b) 3 c are immediate. Assume (c) so ( ) 
that 9Y* u gC c dP. Let 0 be an open 9C in X, and let {A, : n E N} be an 
increasing sequence in 93 whose closures { 2: : n E N} in X, increase to 0 
and so that p(A,)=p(6:)-+~(0). We have O~X=U,“=,A,,EL@“. 
As a result ~(0) = ~(0 n X) = p(m) = p(G). Thus, ~(a@) = 0, so, 
(c) implies that the measure of the boundary of every open Pm is 0. In 
particular p annihilates every nowhere dense 3a in X,. This is equivalent 
to countable additivity of p on 99. Thus, (c) + (d). The converse implica- 
tion (d) + (c) is nearly immediate. 
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Under the assumption that (d) holds let F > 0 be given, {A,, : n E N} c 
-,<,, and let jC,:n~N}c&? satisfy A,cC, and &ct)<s/2”. Thus 
P(UflElv C~)<E. Since O=~(a[U..NC~]), I*(U~~~C~)<E. Since E>O is 
arbitrary p( U, t N A,,) = 0. This shows that (d) implies that ,/tcp is a o-ideal 
in X. 
Let {A,, : n E N} be a disjoint sequence in &I1 with union A. Let 
IA:, :~EN) be in &IV with v(A,,\A:,)=O for all n. Let A=A:,ud 
where A’=U {AL:neN} and d=U {A.\A:,:~EN}EJ+~. Thus, by 
(c), ~(4’) <p(A) < ,u(A’ u d) d ~(4’) + n(d) = ~(4’). Thus, A E &I. Thus, 
(d) + (a). 
Under (a), (b), (c), or (d), p is countably additive on g hence has a 
unique countably additive extension to o(a) which must agree with the 
Jordan extension p to a(g) c &. Thus, p is countably additive on a(a). 
cj$:l is seen to be the closure of the p-negligible ideal in ~(99’) under passage 
to subsets. Thus, 9%’ is the p-completion of a(a) and p is countably 
additive on dp. 1 
Under certain circumstances countable additivity of ~1 on 9I (as a 
Boolean algebra) is equivalent to 9%’ being a a-algebra. This will be true 
if the boundary of any open Ffl in X, is an FO. This is equivalent to 9 
being a quasi-F-algebra in the sense of Dashiell, Hager, and Henricksen 
[ 151 (ee Armstrong and Prikry [7, S] and Armstrong [ 1, 3,4] for further 
discussions). 93 is a quasi-F-algebra iff the complement of the closure of any 
open T0 contains a dense open FO, iff any countable disjoint collection in 
59 is part of a countable partition of 9?. Quasi-F-algebras include 
F-algebras whose Stone spaces are F-spaces as in GilmanJerison [24] or 
Seever [27]. An algebra is a quasi-F-algebra iff its Stone space is a quasi-F- 
space of Dashiell, Hager, and Henriksen. Filter [ZO] uses the term 
pseudostonian space instead of quasi-F-space. Quasi-F-algebras include all 
algebras atisfying the countable chain condition. In particular all countable 
algebras or algebras whose Stone spaces are co-absolute with compact metric 
spaces and are quasi-F-algebras. Also any algebra supporting a strictly 
positive finitely additive probability is a quasi-F-algebra. If 99 is an algebra 
so that any countably additive measure p is completely additive on 9? then 
countable additivity of p implies that ?%’ is a a-algebra. Recall that p is 
completely additive iff when (A, : z E r} is any disjoint collection in 69 
with supremum A then p(A) = C {c((A,) : CI E r}. Complete additivity is 
equivalent to p being a residual measure (Armstrong and Prikry [S]) in 
annihilating closed nowhere dense sets in X,, hence annihilating all 
meager sets. Annihilation of meager sets is the definition of residual finitely 
additive Bore1 measures in general but is equivalent to annihilation of 
closed nowhere dense sets for countably additive Bore1 measures. 
In X*, &‘ consists of all A with p(aA) =O. Maharam [33] following 
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Marcus [34] examines the situation of a finite Bore1 measure on a 
topological space X and defines the Jordan field 2 of p to be all A with 
p(dA) = 0. 2 is an algebra so that every A E Y? has p(A) = p(A”) = p(A). 
PROPOSITION 2-2. ff u is a,finitely additive Bore1 probability measure on 
the topological space X then X is a Jordan field with respect to u and a(Z) 
includes the Baire algebra go of X. 
Proof Let A E $p and let {A,, : n E N} be an increasing sequence in X 
and (A” : n E N} be a decreasing sequence in X so that A,, c A c A” for all 
n and so that lim, _ m u(A”\A,)=O. We have AjlcA”cAcAcA”forall 
n so u(A\A’)<u(A”\Alj)=p(A”\A.) Thus, u(ZJA)=O and AE%. Thus, 
2 is a Jordan field. 
The proof in Maharam [33] of (5) of the Theorem of Section 3.1 applies 
here to show that the Baire algebra of X is in a(X). # 
If 2 is a o-algebra of subsets of X then 2 = e(X) includes all Baire 
sets. By Proposition 2-1, ~1 is countably additive on X. Thus, 2 includes 
the usual completion of the Baire algebra with respect o p. If X is comple- 
tion regular so that each countably additive Baire probability measure has 
a unique finitely additive extension as a Bore1 probability (Babiker and 
Knowles [lo], Berberian [12]) then YF must include the Bore1 algebra 
and be the p-completion of the Bore1 algebra of X. An important but trivial 
special case is when X is perfectly normal so Baire and Bore1 algebras 
coincide. In general to have X include the Bore1 algebra is equivalent with 
completion regularity of p in that p is the unique finitely additive extension 
to the Bore1 algebra of its restriction to the Baire algebra (Berberian [ 121). 
Gardner in [22] or [23] gives instances of completion regular spaces 
which are not perfectly normal. 
PROPOSITION 2-3. X includes the Bore1 algebra iff p is completion 
regular. In this case 2 is a a-algebra and is the u-completion of the Baire 
algebra. 
Proof: If Z includes the Bore1 algebra a00 then 2 is &z,. Proposi- 
tion 2-l shows that p is countably additive on X and that X is the 
p-completion of BO,. a 
PROPOSITION 2-4. If Y? includes the Bore1 sets then p is countably 
additive and 2 is the u-completion of the Bore1 algebra. 
If H includes B0 then ,u is countably additive on go and SF includes the 
p-completion of z&,. If Y? includes go and u is completion regular then SF 
includes the Bore1 sets. 
PROPOSITION 2-5. Zf X includes the Bore1 algebra then ,u is a residual 
countably additive Bore1 measure on X. SF in this case is the category 
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algebra of sets with the property of Bake. If supp(p) exists then u is regular 
with respect to the closed sets of X and supp(p) is a regular closed subset of 
X on which u is a category measure. 
PROPOSITION 2-6. Let X be a completely regular topological space which 
satisfies the countable chain condition. If 2 is a a-algebra then u is a 
countably additive residual measure. 
Proof Proposition 2-l shows the countable additivity of ~1. We first 
note that every open set in X contains a dense cozero set. As a result any 
nowhere dense set is contained in the boundary of a cozero set. Let 0 be 
open and let {f, . a E r} be a maximal collection of continuous functions 
with 0 <f, < 1 for all a whose cozero sets 0, = {f, > 0} are disjoint and 
contained in 0. By the countable chain condition r is at most countable 
so a convex combination f = C { ,I, f Q : a E f} exists with 0, = (f > 0} = 
u at r 0,. The function f is continuous. 0, is a dense subset of 0 for 
otherwise there would be an x E O\& and a continuous 1, with ~Jx) = 1 
and with {f, > 0} c O\dO contradicting maximality of {for :aer}. The 
proposition is now immediate from Proposition 2-4 since p is countably 
additive and a@, E & if 0, is a cozero set. Thus NE 4, if N is nowhere 
dense. Thus, p annihilates meager sets. 1 
COROLLARY 2-6-l. If u(0) > 0 for all open 0 # q5 in the completely 
regular X and S? is a a-algebra then u is a category measure. 
Armstrong and Prikry [S] considered the completeness of usual pseudo- 
metric d, on an algebra g of sets defined from a finitely additive probabil- 
ity p by d,(A, B) = p(A AB). Proposition 2 of that paper showed that $I is 
complete as a pseudo-metric space iff gfl = S?/J$ is a-complete as a 
Boolean algebra and ~1 is countably additive on L%~. In this case &’ is the 
p-completion of g. Also see Bhaskara Rao and Rao [36, 131 for this result. 
PROPOSITION 2-7. &@ is a a-algebra iff it is a complete pseudo-metric 
space under d,. In these case it is a d,-completion of B. 
If p gives positive mass to each open set for the &?-topology the complete 
metric space associated with the a-algebra L?& may be identified with the 
algebra of regular open sets in X with p-negligible boundary. 
It is immediate that each A E L&’ is equal p-almost everywhere to the 
regular closed set A” or to the regular open set (6)‘. If 9(X,) denotes the 
algebra of regular closed sets let %V‘(X,) be !%‘(X,) n &’ and let 
S!MF = 9(X,) n J$, The correspondence A ---f p induces an isomorphism 
of .SV/J$ afrd &?U = SV‘(X,)/g&. 
C. Klein asked the author for conditions under which 9(X,) = $%?‘( X,). 
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He termed such measures ,u homogeneous. To avoid conflict with the usual 
meaning of homogeneous measures as ones with homogeneous measure 
algebras a la Maharam we will term such measures categorical. Any 
category or residual measure is categorical. If B is complete then 
9(X,) = g = 8’ so all measures are categorical. If, in this case, X,# is 
perfect any atomic measure is meager, and if X,, is separable there is an 
atomic measure p with support X,. This shows that categorical measures 
form a broader class of measures than the residual measures. 
PROPOSITION 2-8. p is categorical on supp(,u) iff &‘JJ$ is complete. 
Proof We first note that if F= supp(p) and p’ = p 1 F then .@’ = @’ n F 
and jfl n F= J+;~.. As a result &‘/J$ is seen to be isomorphic to &/J+$. 
First note that if A c & there is for every E > 0, A i c A c A’ with 
p(A’\A,)<c. As a result ~‘(A’~F)\(A,~F)<E and A,nFcAnFc 
A’ n F. This suffices to show that A n FE.&’ (and that A n FE& if 
A E $). 
Conversely, if C E &’ there is an increasing sequence {C,> and a 
decreasing sequence {C”} of clopen subsets of F with C, c Cc C” and with 
I’( c” \ C,) < l/n for all n. One may find a continuous function f’ on F with 
{f< l/2 - l/n} = C, f or each n and with {f< l/2 + l/n} = c” for each n. 
Extend f continuously to X,#. Pick D” and D, clopen in X,, with 
(f‘<1/2-l/n}cD,,c{f<1/2-l/(n+I)} and {fG1/2+l/(n+l))c 
D”c {f-c l/2 + l/n) f or each n. Since C,,cD,nFcCcD”nFcC” we 
have ,u(Dn\DLl) < l/n. If D, is U,‘=, D,, and D”‘= nz=, D” then 
{D,,Doc}~&?p, ,u(D”\D,)=O and D,nFcCcD”nF. From this it 
is immediate that there is a D in &’ with D n F= C. Thus & n F= !2@’ 
and J$$~ n F= &,,. 
Because &p/&i and &‘/J$ are isomorphic the proof of the proposition 
reduces to the case where F= X, so 4 # A E g implies p(A) > 0 or so that 
4 #A E .%(X2) implies that ,u(A’) > 0. As a result &!J$ = { #} and W@(X,) 
is isomorphic to L&‘/J+:. If &/.4, is complete then so is %7(X,). Since 
B(X,) is the smallest complete algebra of regular closed sets containing .4Y 
it must be the case that Wll(X,) =9(X,,). Since the converse implication 
is immediate the proposition is valid. 1 
3. RIEMANN INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS 
Following deFinetti [ 161 we identify any set with its indicator function. 
If f is a g-step function x7=, IZ,A, with Ai in the algebra .@ and p is a 
finitely additive measure on g then s f & = C’=, Aip(Ai). We may allow 
the case wherefmay take on the values _+ co or where p(Ai) = cc for some 
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Ai if j f dp is regarded as undefined when CC - w arises in the expression 
C:=, h4~J. Aft er extension of ~1 to &’ jf dp is similarly defined for 
%?@-step functions. 
The standard extension procedure or Eudoxus extension procedure 
(Dubins and Savage [ 181, Dubins and Margolies [ 171, Przymusinski and 
Srinivasan [35]) for integrals is considered by Maharam. If g is a bounded 
function on X one defines the lower integral of g, J g dp, to be equal to the 
supremum over IS& with f a g-step function with f<g. Similarly the 
upper integral of g, j g d,u, is the infjmum of j f dp asfranges over g-step 
functions larger than g. If j g dp = j g d,u then g is said to be p-integrable 
with ,u-integral j g dp equal to 1 g dp. Following Maharam we confine 
attention initially to the case of bounded g and finite p. 
PROPOSITION 3-l. If ,u is a finite and g is a bounded function the following 
are equivalent 
(a) g is p-integrable. 
(b) The set of t in [ - 03, CO] so that {g> t} $!@‘ is at most 
countable. 
(c) Thesetoftin [I--,co]sothat {g>t}$~~isaLebesguenull 
set. 
(d) The set of t in [-co, 001 so that {g> t} E!2@ is dense in 
C-Q al. 
IS in the uniform closure of the algebra of bounded 6@-step 
functloebs. g . 
(f) g is p-integrable when p is defined on &. 
Proof. The proofs of most of these assertions may be found in 
Maharam [33], Marcus [34], or Frink [21] or in the work of Klein 
[27-301 and Klein and Rolewicz [31]. Part (e) is an extension of the same 
fact for a-algebras L&‘ and the proof is the same. 1 
Based on (c) Maharam shows that j g dp =joOx p({g>/ t}) dt. If g is 
regarded as a “random variable” on X thenG,( t) = p( { g > t}) is sometimes 
referred to as the decumulative distribution function of g or of the measure 
&.=Pe that p induces as its image on [-co, co] via p&A) = 
p(g-‘(A)). This measure is defined on &= {A: g-l(A)E&}. An 
equivalent to (b) is that the set of t in [ - co, co] so that [t, co] $ &‘,” is at 
most countable with similar equivalents to (c) and (d). Note that [t, a] 
may be replaced by (t, 001, [ - 30, t), or [-co, t] without affecting 
Proposition 3-l. In the last case one is dealing with the usual cumulative 
distribution function F, of pLg and one may write 1 g dp = jz 72 p( { g < t } ) dt = 
j”“% F,(t) dt. 
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PROPOSITION 3-2. !8’,” is a Jordan field with respect to pg for all bounded 
u-integrable g. 
Proof: If {A, : n E N} and {A” : n E N} are increasing and decreasing, 
respectively, in &‘,” with &A”\A,) -+ 0 and A, c A c A” for all n then 
(g-](A,) : nEN} and (g-‘(A”): nEN} are increasing and decreasing, 
respectively, in 64%’ and have p(g-‘(A”)\g-‘(A,)) +O and gP’(A,)c 
g-‘(A) cg-‘(A”) so A Es?‘::. 1 
COROLLARY 3-2-l. &II is a o-algebra iff 4; is a u-algebra for all 
bounded u-integrable g. 
Proof If z&’ is a a-algebra so is 4: for any p-integrable g. Conversely, 
let &‘,” be a a-algebra for all p-integrable g and let A, E 4%’ decrease to A 
as n + co. Let g = C,“= i &A, where ;1, > 0 and C,“= i A, = 1. Since g 
is a uniform limit of &-step functions it is p-integrable. Since 
[l, co]~d(di)=&; we have A=g-‘(Cl, co])~&P. Thus $Z&’ is a 
a-algebra. 1 
COROLLARY 3-2-2. If the bounded function g is u-integrable and h is a 
continuous real function of a real variable then h 0 g is u-integrable. 
In view of this last corollary we make the definition that a function g 
from X to a topological space Y is &“-measurable iff h 0 g is p-integrable for 
all continuous bounded real valued h on Y. 
COROLLARY 3-2-3. Ifg : X-r [ - co, cx] then g is &p-measurable iff (b), 
(c), or (d) of Proposition 2-l hold iff g A m v n is u-integrable for all real 
numbers n <m. 
Using this corollary as a definition of &@-measurability we may, 
following the standard procedure used by Maharam, define the improper 
Riemann integral of a &P-measurable g : X + [ - co, co ] to be J g du = 
lim ~m,n~+~oo,-coJ c g A m v n] dp if this limit exists. In this case g is said 
to be quasi-u-integrable and to be u-integrable iff - co <J g du < co. 
PROPOSITION 3-3. (a) For &“-measurable g, s g du exists iff 
lim (,,,,-(-,,,,S~~L((g~t))dt exists in which case they are equal. 
(b) Zf g is bounded below (above) and js &&-measurable then g is 
quasi-u-integrable with j g du = j g du(s g d,u = f g du), 
Remark. It is the major achievement of Maharam’s paper that the 
p-integrable functions a la Dunford and Schwartz [19] and D-integrable 
functions of Bhaskara Rao and Bhaskara Rao [13] defined as limits in 
measure of determining sequences of g-step functions are precisely those 
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.&“-measurable functions which are p-integrable in the sense of Maharam’s 
paper or this. In this case T,-measurability in Bhaskara Rao and Bhaskara 
Rao is &‘-measurability and their D-integrals are the p-integrals of this 
article. The chief advantage is the expanded ability to treat finitely additive 
integration in a manner much closer to that of countably additive integra- 
tion theory. More specifically we have Proposition 3-l replacing the usual 
p-measurability requirement that {f< t} be p-measurable for all t by a 
weaker requirement. Otherwise, countably additive theory is mimicked 
precisely. 
Once again any quasi-p-integrable g induces a finite measre pLg on 
[ - co, cc ] or, more specifically, on 4 g. Let F, be the cumulative distribu- 
tion function for pg (with Fg( cc ~ ) < 1 or F,( - co) > 0 possible but not 
both). 
PROPOSITION 3-4. f g dp=sE, tpg(dt)=JTs t dF&t) if any of these 
improper integrals exist. 
Note that for s?m t&dt), pLg is only defined on 68: but this algebra has 
all continuous functions p,-integrable. Note that FJt) is defined for all but 
countably many t so the usual Stieltjes integral irus t dF,(t) is well defined 
after the obvious modification in definition. 
As usual _I;p’(X, &‘, ,u) denotes the vector space of p-integrable functions 
g on X. Note that g is p-integrable iff s g v 0 dp < cc and s g A 0 dp > - cc 
iff s (gl dp = II g/l i < co. This is because the &p-measurability of g ensures 
the ?@-measurability of g A 0, g v 0, and 1 gl. Thus d;p’(X, &p’, p) is 
semi-normed vector lattice. L’(X, S%‘, u) denotes the usual normed vector 
lattice associated with Y’(X, &‘, p). 
Although we have confined our attention to the case with p finite, 
Maharam considers the more general case with p semi-finite. 
&‘-measurability of a function is still the requirement hat {g 2 t } be in 4!F’ 
for a dense set of t in [-co, co] or equivalently that the restriction of g 
to each A ~4~ with p(A) < co be .&‘-measurable. Maharam demonstrates 
Proposition 3-3 in this case. Y’(X, C%‘, p) is a vector lattice and if 
gEd;p’(X,&‘,p) then (lgl2t,,}E& with p({lgl>t,})<cc for a 
sequence {Lo} decreasing to 0. Thus {g # 0} = supp( g) is in ($), for any 
gE2”(X,W,~). Here ~~={A~&‘:,u(A)<co} consists of those AE?&’ 
contained in some A’ E Fp and (gU), is seen to consist of A E .c& contained 
in some A’E (Fp),. As a result there is an A E (Q, so that gA’ is a p-null 
function. Thus, we may say that for most questions dealing with function 
in Yi(X, %8‘, p) one is dealing essentially with the case where p is a o-finite 
measure on 9. 
Though &p need not be a a-algebra with p countably additive on 2%’ it 
may be possible that p is the restriction of a countably additive measure on 
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a a-algebra containing dP. As a result, for g &‘-measurable, it may be 
possible that ,u~ is the restriction to 4: of a countably additive measure on 
the Bore1 sets in [-co, a]. To consider this in more detail let T, denote 
those t E [ - co, co] with (g 2 t} in &‘,” so T, is the domain of the 
decumulative distribution function G, of g. 
PROPOSITION 3-5. The following are equivalent 
(a) u admits a countably additive extension from g to a(g). 
(b) u admits a countably additive extension from & to a(&). 
(c) For any bounded dp-measurable g, pR admits a countably additive 
extension from 4: to a(&:). 
(d) For any bounded &“-measurable g, u8 agrees with a countably 
additive Bore1 measure on Bore1 sets in 4:. 
(e) G, is continuous from the left on T, E [ - co, OZI]. 
Proof (b) * (a) is immediate. Conversely if (a) holds and b is the 
countably additive extension of p to a(g) then fi extends in a countably 
additive fashion to the ji completion of a(g). Every element A of 6%’ 
satisfies A,cAcAd with A,E&~, A2~da, and u(A,\A,)=O. Thus &%‘is 
in the j&completion of a(g) as is a(P) and ji agrees with p on ?&‘. Thus, 
(b) * (a). 
(b) + (c) + (d) are immediate for a(&:) includes the Bore1 algebra of 
E-a, al. 
(d) -+ (e) for G, agrees on T, with the decumulative distribution function 
of the countably additive Bore1 measure of (d). 
(e) + (a). It must be shown, via the Kolmogoroff extension criterion, 
that if {A,: n E N} decrease to 4 in &’ then u(A,) converges to 0. Let 
g= c,“= I &,A, with %, > 0 for all n and with I,“= 1 2, = 1. Thus, 0 6 g < 1, 
and A, = {g < t} if Err,’ 1< t 6 CT=, /1, for all m. Thus, g is a bounded 
&-measurable function. Notice {g B 1 } = 4 so 1 E T, and Gg( 1) = 0. 
We have u(A,) = G,(Cr=, j”,,) for all m. By left continuity of G, on T, 
we have lim,, ~ u(A,) = GR( 1) = 0. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 1 
4. TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Let X be equipped with the S&topology and be regarded as a dense 
subset or X,. If g is a function on X to [ - cc, co] there is a least upper 
semicontinuous function g on X, which is larger than or equal to g 
on X. g, the upper-semicontinuous regularization of g, is defined by g(x) = 
lim sup, E X, .” _ X g(y) for x E X, or by 
g=inf(feC(X,, C-03, co]):f>gonX}. 
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Similarly defined is the lower-semicontinuous regularization g which is the 
largest lower-semicontinuous function on X, dominated by g on X. If 
g(x) = g(x) one says that x is a continuity point of g in X,,. C”(g) denotes 
all continuity points of g in X, and C(g) = C”(g) n X denotes the 
continuity points of g in X. D”(g) = X,#\C”(g) is the set of discontinuity 
points of g in X,, and D(g)=XnD”(g)=X\C(g) those in X. If g 
is the indicator of A in X,, or in X then g is that of Js c X, and g 
is that of X,,\P so D,“(g) = 8A and D(g) = aA in X. In general D”(g) = 
LW#:,“gs th e cozero set of an upper-semicontinuous function hence is 
.I’ Specifically D”(g) is U,T= , {g -g 3 t,, j for any sequence 
{tll i ;E Nj decreasing to 0. If g is a step function then D”(g) is closed. 
Within X,, , g is the intimum of all lower bounded B-step functions 
(possibly taking cx: as a value) dominating g on X. As a result 
1 g dp = j g dp. Similarly j g dp = j g dp. If g is @’ measurable and lower 
bounded then j g dp = l ,$dp and if upper bounded then j g dp = j g dp. 
PROPOSITION 4-1. g:X-+ [-CC, co] is!?@‘-measurable iffp(D”(g))=O. 
Proof. If @ : [ - “o, a] -+ [0, l] is a homeomorphism then g is 
&‘-measurable iff @ og is &@-measurable and D”( @ og) = D.‘(g). Thus it 
may be assumed that g is bounded. In this case g is &-measurable iff 
~gd~=~gd~iff~gd~=Jgd/~iffjg-gdp=Oiffp(D’(g))=O. 1 
Analogous to regular open and regular closed sets are regular upper- 
semicontinuous functions f satisfying f = (ji A and regular low!er-semi- 
continuous functions h satisfying h = (fi) “. For any function g (g)” is 
regular lower-semicontinuous and (8) A is regular upper-semicontinuous 
with (g) ” > (g) h. If g is &‘- measurable both (g) ” and (2) A are 
:&-measurable. If g is p-integrable then (g) /i = (g) ” p-almost everywhere. 
If supp(p) = X,, then D#( g) has empty interior as does { (2) A > (g) ” 1. In 
this case (2) A is the upper-semicontinuous regularization of (g)” and is 
the unique regular upper-semicontinuous function equal p-almost every 
where to g. A similar statement may be made about (g)“. For either (2)” 
or (g) * or any function between them, ((g) ” = (g)^ 1 is the set of 
continuity points and includes C(g) when C(g) is dense. In fact if g, is the 
restriction of g the dense set C(g) then (go)” =(g)” and (go)* =(g)“. 
From this it follows that C(($) ” ) is the largest set of continuity points of 
any function agreeing with g on C(g). When supp(p) = X, and g is 
&‘-measurable (g) ” is a lower-semicontinuous @‘-measurable function 
“almost surely equal” to g with the maximum set of continuity points. 
Functions f between (g)” and (2)” are termed polished by Klein [29]. 
They are characterized by the fact that .Y E C(f) if lim,. - ,, it c‘(,J f( 1~) 
exists. 
If g 3 0 is p-integrable with j g dp < cc then g = g, p-almost everywhere 
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in X. If 8 = { g < cc } then 8 is an open & in X, with 0 in C& and p( 8’) = 0. 
As a result g is equal p-almost everywhere in X to the finite valued 
p-integrable go. Similar remarks apply if g is an arbitrary p-integrable 
function for this is the case iff lgl is p-integrable. 
PROPOSITION 4-2. Zf g is in .Y’(X, &“, ,u) then so are 2 and 8 and 
sgd,u=igdp=sg’dp. The open FO O={g-g’<co} is in 9%’ with 
p(F) = 0. 
Proof: All that must be established is that if g is in 2’(X, .c’&, LL) then 
so are g and g and that the integrals are equal. Let t E (-co, co) have 
{g 2 t} E &&‘. By replacing g by g - t it may be assumed that t = 0. Thus 
A+={g>O}E&’ and ,C={g<O}E&. Thus we have (A+)’ and 
(A-)‘in ?@’ with c(([(A +)‘u (A -)‘I”) = 0. g (A +)O is in .Y’((A +)O, c&, 11) 
where (A +)’ has replaced X. Notice that the semicontinuous regulariza- 
tions of g. (A + )” [g . (A ~ )‘)I are the restrictions of g and g to (A + )’ [to 
(A-)‘]. This observation allows us to prove the assertion only for gS 0, 
with the general case following immediately. In this case we have seen that 
g E Y’(X, &@, p) and 1 g dp = J g dp. Previous considerations for bounded 
g also give g E 9 ‘(X, &, p) with J g dp = j g d,u. 
If g is unbounded there is a sequence {t n : n E: N} strictly increasing to cc 
so that {g<t,}E& for all n. If e,={g<t,}” then Q,,E&~ and g=gp 
almost surely on 8, so Je, g dp = Se. g dp. If m c n then {g < t,) c 8,. As a 
result, since $0, is p-integrable, {g < t} E 4%’ for a dense set of t in [0, t,]. 
Since {t, : n E N} increases to cc this shows that g is dp-measurable. 
We have fgdp=lim,,,jgr\ t,,d~=lim,,,Sgr\t,dll=Sgd~. This 
establishes the proposition. 1 
5. COMPLETENESS OF L'(X,&',~) 
With ,u finite the set of non-negative 5@-measurable functions is a convex 
cone consisting entirely of quasi-p-integrable functions. Furthermore the 
functional g + J g dp is affine and monotone on this cone. It is the minimal 
such extension of the p-integral from the subcone of bounded non-negative 
dfl-measurable functions. Other extensions are possible. It is useful to note 
here that equivalent to the requirement of minimality of this extension is 
the requirement that the indefinite integrals induced by this functional 
should be measures absolutely continuous with respect o p. 
If g 2 0 is &j‘-measurable so is gA for any A E 4”. As a result one may 
define the [0, co-J-valued measure gp, the indefinite integral for g, on &’ 
via the formula (gp)(A) = IA g dp. For gp to be absolutely continuous with 
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respect to p, gp <<p, it is necessary and sufficient that for all E > 0 there be 
a 6 >O so that p(A) < 6 implies that (gp)(A) < E. This requires that 
lim r+mAbw~)=O ‘f 1 each {g 2 t} contains sets A in &’ (or equiv- 
alently A in 69) of arbitrarily small but positive measure. That is, 
lh,, GJ t) = 0. This condition is termed smoothness of g in Bhaskara Rao 
and Bhaskara Rao [ 131. The only way that smoothness can fail to occur is if 
p on some A E 69 is a finite positive combination I:= 1 1,6, of { 0, 1 }-valued 
measures so that p(Ad{ g> t}) = 0 for sufficiently large t. In this case, 
within A, gp would be Cy=, ~06, which is only absolutely continuous with 
respect o p in a pathological sense. One way to rule out this possibility is 
the imposition of semi-finiteness on g,n as an additional requirement o 
absolute continuity with respect o ,u. Given that lim, _ x) p( { g > t}) = 0 an 
additional consequence of gp 6 p is that 
lim i‘ gdp=O 1-z {gal} 
SO 
As a result if gp is to be absolutely continuous the only possible definition 
of 1 g dp is the usual one. The last requirement imposed by absolute con- 
tinuity is that gE Y”(X, L&~, p) for the otherwise 1 g dp = co which would 
imply the existence of a sequence {t,} in [0, co] increasing to cc so that 
St.- ,<,<,,gdp>l for all n contradicting p({tRP,<g<t,})+O. Thus, 
absolute continuity of gp demands that 1 g dp be defined in the standard 
fashion and that g be p-integrable. Notice that for other g, f g dp must be 
co whether or not constraints of absolute continuity are imposed. 
2’ + (X, &‘, p) is the largest class for which gp can possibly be absolutely 
continuous. All g in Y”(X, &, ,u) (or in .Y’(X, L&‘, p)) have gp absolute 
continuous. The easiest way to verify this is to note that it is true for 
bounded g and that g~=C~==,g.{t,~,6g<t,}~ with t,=O and 
{g > t,] in 4%’ for all n. As a finite measure which is a sum of absolutely 
continuous measures gp is absolutely continuous with respect o p. 
PROPOSITION 5-1. 2 *(X$2&“, 11) consists of all gP-measurable [ - co, cc ]- 
valued functions g with gp $ p. The assignment g + gp is a vector lattice 
homomorphism of S?“‘(X, &‘, p) into BA(dP) isometric for 11 /I, on 
P”(X, S%“, p) and the variation norm I/ II on BA(&‘“). It induces an 
isomorphism on L’(X, &, p) whose image lies in AC(S&‘) = {v E BA(&) : 
I4 a}. 
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If elements of &4(g) are identified with Radon measures on X,d (which 
are inner regular countably additive Bore1 measures on X,) then AC(S?, p) 
is (fp :f~ L’(X, a<,,, PC,}. An element g of L’(X, &, p) is identified p 
almost surely with its lower-semicontinuous regularization 2 on X, so 
L’(X, @‘, cl) is isometrically embedded in L’(X, BOO, 11). This immediately 
yields an isometric isomorphism of AC(g, p) with AC(.@‘, p). This says 
that each v E AC(.@l, p) has a unique extension to L@ absolutely continuous 
with respect to p. Thus, AC(93, p) may replace AC(&, p) in the previous 
proposition. 
In Armstrong and Prikry [S], one question answered was: “Under what 
conditions does each v E AC(93, p) admit a g-measurable Radon-Nikodym 
derivative?” This is the case iff SS is d,,-complete iff every v E AC(49, 11) with 
[VI = p admits a Hahn decomposition v = v+ - v- with c+ = Ac and 
-V ~ = A’v for some A ~g iff r+ and v are disjoint in the terminology of 
Armstrong [3]. This is the case iff the quotient algebra &?V = a/./t;, is 
a-complete and ~1 is countably additive on gp. In this case p is a category 
measure on X,, or a residual measure on X,,. We note that these are 
precisely the conditions in Green [25] for completeness of L’. However, as 
noted by Bhaskara Rao and Aversa [9], this i’ is not L’(X, &, p) but 
rather the subspace L’(X, .S?, p) associated with the subspace S!“(X, :%, p) 
of Y’(X, &, cl) consisting of a-measurable g in .F’ (X, &I’, II) which are 
equal p a.e. to a function continuous from X to [ - KI, E] for the 
%topology. Note that the bounded elements of Y”(X, g’, p) are equal p 
a.e. to uniform limits of g-step functions. 
The question of existence of RadonNikodym derivatives of elements of 
AC(99, I*) dates back to Leader [32]. It has subsequently been examined 
by Darst and Green [ 141, Hagood [26], and Bell and Hagood [l l] in 
terms of Hahn decompositions. 
PROPOSITION 5-2. The ,following are equivalent 
(a) p is countably additive on BJl. 
(b) & is a g-algebra. 
(c) L’(X, 9P, p) is complete. 
(d) AC(~!,~)={g~:g~L’(x,~~‘,~)f. 
(e) If ,u, I pz are both absolutely continuous with respect to p there 
are disjoint A, and A, in Bg with p,(AI)= l/pll) and p*(A,)= llpzll. 
Proof: The equivalence of (c) and (d) is immediate. The equivalence of 
(c) and (e) is established by Hagood [26] who calls p, and pL2 completely 
separated if such A, and A, exist. He shows this property is equivalent 
to existence of exhaustive Hahn decompositions for signed measures 
absolutely continuous with respect to p. 
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Assume that (e) holds. To establish (a) it will be shown that if N is a 
closed nowhere dense ??& in Xtip then p(N) = 0. Here Xa, is regarded as 
equal to supp(p) in X,. In this case X,#,\ N is of the form A n X,,, with 
A E g0 and dA n .Yde = N. Let pi be the restriction of p to A and pL2 be the 
restriction of fl to N so p”i i pr. Find disjoint A, and A, in G9G so 
p,(A,)= Il/*J and pL2(A2)=I(pLZII. Find A;cA, so that A;EB’ and 
p(A;) = p2(A;) > 0. Note that the restriction 11; of n to A; is the restriction 
of pLz and has support in the closed set A; n N. 8 = (A;\ N) n X&, is a non- 
empty relatively open set in X,p with ~(0) =O. This contradicts the fact 
that X#, = supp(p). Thus p(N) = 0 which establishes (e) * (a). 
To see that (a) * (b) note by Proposition 2-1 that it must be shown that 
,gO c &. Let A E g,, and let 8 be a maximal collection from 49 consisting 
of elements of strictly positive p-measure which are mutually disjoint and 
disjoint from A. B is countable with union A’ in 94,. X,&,<\(A u A’) is 
nowhere dense Y0 in X,#, hence is annihilated by p. Since ,u,(A] = p(A) = 
//p/l - ,u(A’) = lIpI/ - p,(A’) = L(*(X,~*\ A’) 3 p*(A) one has A E W. 
(b) 3 (c) is immediate. 1 
PROPOSITION 5-3. The following are equivalent 
IS a residual Radon measure on X,, with supp(p) extremally 
disco!LLd.' 
(b) L’(X, g!, p) is complete. 
(cl Ac(~,~L)={g~:g~L’(x,~!,~)). 
Cd) If b,> 14 cAC+(R PL) are singular they are disjoint in that 
there are {A,, A,} cS? dixjoint with pi(A,)= lIpI for i= 1, 2. 
Proof If (a) holds then X&, = supp(p) is hyperstonian with 
m&3,> %K& PL) isometric with %(X,M,). Every bounded measurable f 
on X#, is equal p a.e. to a continuous function. Since p-null sets in X&,, are 
nowhere dense (,f) A = (f) ” is the continuous function equal to f, p a.e. 
This remains true for unbounded f: Every Baire measurable f: X,, + 
C-m, ~01 has tf)” continuous and f = (f)” , p a.e. Extending (1)” :n a 
continuous fashion to X, yields a continuous function agreeing with ,f 
p a.e. Applying this to f E L’(X,, &3JX,), I*) shows that t’(X,#, g, p) = 
L’(X B, PL) = L’(X,, %GY3), P). Thus (a) = (b). 
(b) implies that every bounded Baire measurablefis almost surely equal 
to a continuous function. Thus the injection of W(X,p) into L”(Xdp), p) is 
onto. Thus (b) = (a). 
(b) o (c) is immediate. 
Assume (a). The isometry between AC(a’, p) and AC(Bb,, p) is con- 
structed as follows. If A E 3 its equivalence class A A./l/j is in g[,I and for 
any v < p and CE A d.,4$ one has v(C) = v(A). Thus v may be defined on 93!, 
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via v(A dNfl) = v(A) for all A E BP. This expresses the facts that each v 6 ,LL 
has support in the closed set X&, = supp(p) in X,# and that the variation 
norm of Radon measures on X&, coincides with the variation norm 
considered as measures on X,. The next thing to note is that the map 
A -+ A A XBg is a surjection from & to the Jordan field of p on Xa,. 
Within Xg, every closed nowhere dense $& is annihilated. Since supp(p) = 
Xa, any nowhere dense set is contained in a nowhere dense 9&. Conse- 
quently p annihilates all boundaries. In particular, p(dA) = 0 if A E (9?lp),. 
Thus by Proposition 2-l & n X,gp is a o-algebra and p is countably 
additive on it. In this case L’(X,r, &n Xdfl, cl) is complete so (b) of 
Proposition 5-2 holds within X&,. Thus (d) of Proposition 5-2 holds in 
x ##. If p, and pL2 are singular in AC(.Gi?, p) they are singular in AC(.!2dp, p) 
so there are disjoint open &‘s, D, and D, in Xa, with pj(Di) = 11p,11 for 
j= 1,2. Since Xa, is extremely disconnected the closures C, and C, of D, 
and D, are disjoint clopen sets with p,(CI)= ~I,u/) and ,u~(C~)= 11~~11. Thus 
(4 -(d). 
If (d) is true, A is a Baire set of X,a,, pr is the restriction of p to A, and 
pL2 is the restriction of p to A” then (d) shows the existence of a clopen set 
A, equal ,U a.e. to A. This is enough to show that the embedding of ‘%‘(X,r) 
into L”(X,, 6@0(a), p) is onto hence an isomorphism since the extreme 
points of the positive unit ball of L”(X.,, gO(X,), ,u) are the image 
of those of %‘(Xap). This immediately gives (a). Thus (d) + (a) which 
establishes the proposition. 1 
Remark 5-l. Propositions 5-2 and 5-3 yield necessary and sufficient 
conditions so that any v 6~ has a &measurable or Jordan measurable 
density. 
Remark 5-2. It is interesting to note that for v 4 p one has &’ c 9?ly and 
lfl c jV. The converse, if Jfi c yV then v 4 p, does not appear to be the 
case as for countably additive measures. It is not the case that &c& 
implies that v < p. One need only consider the case where p(A) = 0 for 
some A # 4 and dA E 9. If p’ is a finitely additive probability with p’(A) = 1 
then v = ,D + ,u’ has &%’ = @’ yet v is not absolutely continuous to p. This is 
not the case if v is required to be weakly absolutely continuous with respect 
to /L, v 6, p in the terminology of Armstrong [3], so that Mp c NV. In this 
case if A E jp then p(B) = 0 for all BE &# with B c A so v(B) = 0 for these 
B. As a result v(A)=0 hence J(A)=0 since AE&~&‘. Thus, A ~4. 
Consequently, if L& c 98’ and v 4,, p then J4$ c .,c,. 
If in the Stone space X, one has pp c .& then v 4,~. As a result if 
supp(v) c supp(p) then v 6 p iff 9%’ c 4’. 
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